
PROVEN TO HELP ATHLETES RUN FASTER, JUMP HIGHER, AND TRAIN SMARTER.

THE START & THE SCIENCE

Certified Pedorthist Matt Arciuolo originally developed  this 
technology for the US Olympic Bobsled Team to help generate more 
explosive starts – and to help them win gold for the first time in 62 
years (2010).

These groundbreaking insoles work for all sports involving ground 
contact. The harder you can push against the ground, the faster you 
can run, and the higher you can jump. 

The patented VKTRY design stores the athlete’s energy that would 
ordinarily be wasted and then redirects it to maximize energy return!

Most insoles are made from plastic and foam acting as a cushion. VKTRY Insoles are made from ultra-
lightweight, aerospace-grade carbon fiber and have a comfortable foam top. “VKs” are available in 5 
flexibility levels customized for the athlete (body weight & sport) to optimize performance & protection.

“For the first time, athletes can experience 
stabilization, shock absorption and 

propulsion in a device that is specifically 
tailored to their size and weight.” 

“VKTRY Insoles are a game-changer."

JAMES CREPS: MLB
Senior Physical Therapist

GARY VITTI: NBA
Former Head Athletic Trainer

“The best way to treat an injury is to 
protect yourself from one.”

“VKs are the best combination of injury 
protection & performance I have ever 

seen in insoles.”

GAME CHANGING INJURY PROTECTION & RECOVERY
Added support, stability & shock absorption helps with injuries like turf toe, plantar fasciitis, stress fractures, tendonitis, and shin splints

Dr. Doug Casa, PhD
CEO Korey Stringer Institute

41% less foot injuries and 22% less lower leg injuries
Research Study: 263 athletes used VKs during full season at 4 major NCAA Football programs

“After an extensive 6-month research 
study by KSI, it is clear that VKTRY Insoles 
improve lower body biomechanics, 
stability of the ankle and knee during 
running, and shock absorption during 
landing. VKs can help safeguard athletes 
by providing injury protection."



Try VKTRY Insoles Risk-Free… 90 Day Money Back Guarantee 
1-844-GO-VKTRY 1-844-468-5879 Info@VKTRYgear.com www.VKTRYgear.com

VKs have been independently tested 
by 77 college and high school athletes. 
Results were measured with laser 
timing and digital force plates. SCSU in 
New Haven CT completed a 12 month, 
PhD-led, independent research study 
with statistically significant benefits.

GAME CHANGING PERFORMANCE

"The more I workout in VKs the 
more I’m convinced that this is a one 
of a kind product. ...more height at 

takeoff in the long jump...more 
explosive out of the starting blocks." 

Tianna Bartoletta, 3X Olympic Gold

"Exploding vertically is important in 

Volleyball and VKs give me that extra 

edge on the court. I love that VKs 

help to protect against injuries from 

the countless jumps I take."

Jordan Larson, USA Volleyball 

“My son plays AAU ball and he loves 

VKs for the extra vertical and 

explosiveness he gets. As a guy who 

played 15 years in the NBA, I love 

the stability and shock absorption.” 

Tracy McGrady, NBA Hall of Famer

“VKTRY Insoles give me an instant 

speed & power boost, helping me 

explode out of my cuts and separate 

from defenders. With VKs, I feel like 

no one on the field can stop me.” 

Jonathan Taylor, NFL Leading Rusher

TEST RESULTS

+9.3%
Average Increase
in Explosiveness

“Power starts from the ground up. I 

can feel that return of energy that 

the carbon fiber provides. VKTRY 

has completely changed the way I 

train, compete and recover.”

Julio Rodriguez, Seattle Mariners
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